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It is very rarely that any CD stays too long in my studio CD Player as I use 
it to review albums and create sound samples for the many many albums 
I receive each day for review on the EuroClubdeJazz.com and processing 
for other clients through the AGMAMI.com side of my business but this 
2003 set from Yan Pevzner is simply a magnificent compilation of original 
self-penned jazz tracks. It should be of little surprise when I tell you that 
Yan holds a Master Degree in Jazz Performance and Composition from 
New York University and holds an Artistic Diploma in Jazz and Classical 

Piano from Aubervilliers National Conservatory in France, Yan currently teaches jazz and
classical piano at the State University of New York / Westchester Community College and has 
appeared with a megastar line-up of international stars including Quincy Jones, Jerry Goldsmith, 
Elmer Berstein, Christian McBride, Shirley Horn, the list goes on and on.This CD 'State Of Mind' 
is a 2003 release on Jazzkeys Records and also features Martin Wind on bass and Tony 
Moreno on drums. The 13 self-penned tracks are simply outstanding and provide a journey from 
contemporary to fusion and from latin to bebop. His playing contains a rhythmic, harmonic and 
formal ambiguity and each track is another gripping performance which makes compelling and 
essential listening. Yan's classical side shows through in some of the tracks on the album with 
some interesting dissonances and a penchant for counterpoint.  An album which comes highly 
recommended, a perfect marriage of piano, bass and drums and a remarkable talent for jazz 
composition.  This is one not to miss for any contemporary jazz fan and available from Yan's
own website.
Reviewed by Wes Gillespie, EuroClubdeJazz, UK

This in-the-tradition release on Jazzkeys showcases yet another very fine new talent, pianist 
Yan Pevzner. I Was hoping to hear a few Eastern European folk underpinnings, but 
Mr.Pevzner's vocabulary more recalls the light touch and elliptic inventiveness of Richard 
Beirach -- you may recall he occupied the keyboard chair on the John Abercrombie Quartet's 
1980s ECM releases -- but without Beirach's wintry side. No, Pevzner (here assisted by Martin 
Wind, acoustic bass, and Tony Moreno, percussion) also has the friendly attitude of Bill Evans 
and Mike Nock; you are in his metaphoric music room and there's a drink on the piano. On a 
coaster, of course. The title piece recalls "Laura" in its yearning, but from the sound of it, the 
protagonist is getting over the blues of the situation and beginning to look back on the 
experience fondly. Moreno, whose name I've come across before but I don't recall where, does 
some perfect cymbal taps and short Elvin Jones rolls, at one point during Wind's lively plucking 
interlude shadowing Pevzner's piano, note for ping, ping for note. It's just eight bars but it's a 
nice detail. I wish the tune's out-coda didn't end so decisively and so quickly but one can't 
discount the emotion that went into it. Equally nice touch that the following track "On the Road" 
works off adjoining chords. "Vadim" sounds like a ghost of Wayne Shorter theme, one of those 
which the Miles Davis Quintet might have partially fleshed out around the time of the 
NEFERTITI album, but no time for more than a moment's delightful stasis, as Moreno gradually 
drives the tempo up several gears into a buzzing up-tempo workout. Nice trading of fours too. 
Ballad fans will go for the impressionistic "Acknowledge"'s measured and thoughtful melody, 
against which Moreno gently navigates his floor toms. It's not just the change ups which make 
this CD a solid addition to your piano-trio collection; Pevzner and company are a unit with  no 
small mastery of the form.Try this. 
Reviewed by Ken Egbert, Jazz Now, October 2003, USA    



With the possible exception of female jazz vocalists, the incredible proliferation of the 
piano trio in modern jazz is almost at epidemic proportions, and represents the proverbial 
double-edged sword. On one hand it is a format that allows a great deal of personal 
expression, with a harmonic richness that is difficult to match; on the other, there are so many 
young pianists out there that it becomes a challenge to ascertain who really stands out; who is 
really saying something personal, something different. Fortunately there is Yan Pevzner who, 
with his début release State of Mind, shows the piano trio alive, well and moving forward. New 
York-based Pevzner has a composite style that, aside from the obvious influences like Evans 
and Corea owes something to more obscure pianists including American Richie Beirach and 
New Zealander Mike Nock; the American influences are somewhat subsumed in something a 
little more impressionistic, a little more abstract. Still, in a program of thirteen original 
compositions, Pevzner demonstrates the ability to play with a style that is strong on melody 
and rich in texture. Like Swede Esbjorn Svensson and Norwegian Tord Gustavsen, Pevzner
always puts the melody first; creating memorable tunes that stay in the mind long after the 
disk has finished. Pevzner�s trio is all about delicacy and interaction, even when the tune calls 
for a more assertive approach. Drummer Tony Moreno has a light touch and big ears; his 
interplay with Pevzner on �Eugenia,� as they build from playful to intense is but one of 
numerous spots on the album where real magic occurs. Bassist Martin Wind has a resonant 
sound that is reminiscent of Norwegian Arild Andersen, with a similar capability to be felt as 
much as heard. What seems to be a growing trend with modern piano trios is a certain pop 
sensibility, an economic style that creates solos deep in meaning, even when short in length. 
There are no wasted notes here; even when Pevzner kicks things up a notch, as he does on 
the rapidly-swinging �Vadim,� there is a sense of preordination. As much as he submits to 
inspiration, there is the feeling that he visualizes his solos as stories, with clear arcs, clear 
beginnings, middles and endings. Pevzner and the trio explore a multitude of feels on State of 
Mind, but never stray from the basic concepts of lyricism, impressionism and interaction, all 
within a concise structural framework. This is an auspicious recording from a young pianist 
who, with sympathetic partners in Wind and Moreno, creates a sound that breathes, and a 
sound that whispers more than it roars; as subtle and understated as the trio often is, they 
have a clear presence that is felt throughout. 
Reviewed by: John Kelman , JazzReview.com, USA

Few musicians combine � and fewer do so successfully � the free spirit and 
openness of jazz with the precision and discipline of classical music. Many of these 
musicians are pianists. This is not an accidental fact. Rather, it occurs because the piano is 
an instrument directly related to classical music and because most pianists start with classical 
studies and are always attracted to and inspired by the great composers. Yan Pevzner, a 
classically educated young pianist with considerable teaching and performing experience is 
one such musicians who ventures into the fusion of jazz and classical music quite 
successfully in his debut CD, �State of Mind�. �State of Mind� is a collection of 13 original 
tunes that unveils Pevzner�s prolific compositional gift. Bill Evans and Keith Jarrett are two of 
his profound influences, but the melancholy emitted by his keyboard is suggestive of Central 
Europe. The album is ruled by strong melodies, lyricism, and deep impressionistic colors 
painted by this pianist�s gentle fingering in direct response to the trio�s other two parts: bassist 
Martin Wind and drummer Tony Moreno, the latter of them being one of Pevzner�s
teacher�s. The overall impression that �State of Mind� creates is that it is an outstanding 
album recommended not only to piano lovers, but to all jazz fans.
Review by  Vangelis Aragiannis "Ipirotikos Agon" Ioannina, Greece 


